ARCTIC WINTER GAMES POLICIES

MISSION STAFF

Each Contingent brings mission staff to the Arctic Winter Games to support their participants. The maximum number for each Contingent will be determined as follows:

1. One mission staff for every two sports that the team participates in including the cultural team (rounded up in the case of an odd number of sports), plus
2. One mission staff member for media relations and/or other duties, plus
3. One mission staff member for medical relations and/or other duties, plus
4. One Chef de Mission, plus
5. One Assistant Chef de Mission.

The total number of mission staff for a contingent is capped at 14.

Coaches, Manager and Athlete numbers will be determined through the sport selection process. The addition of Chaperons must be approved by the AWGIC Technical Director. Chaperons may only be included on the team if a coach of the same gender as their athletes cannot be identified.